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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The nuclear industry is pursuing microreactors that can be factory assembled and deployed to remote 

regions for reliable power generation. One class of microreactors uses a monolithic metal core block 

coupled to heat pipes that use passive heat flow, increasing the surface area for heat transfer without 

requiring active coolant flow through the reactor core. Additional experimental testing is required to 

understand the heat rejection limitations of heat pipes and thermal stresses in the monolithic core block 

due to significant temperature gradients. This report describes the initial characterization and testing of a 

stainless-steel test article that was fabricated with embedded sensors to measure heat pipe performance 

limits, as well as spatially distributed temperatures and strains during electrically heated thermal testing to 

simulate nuclear heating. The electrically heated testing was performed in the Single Primary Heat 

Extraction and Removal Emulator facility located at Idaho National Laboratory. The ultimate goals of this 

work are to (1) accurately monitor temperature and strain distributions that result from differential 

thermal expansion in the test articles and (2) quantify the heat rejection limits of heat pipes as a function 

of operating temperature and working fluid during steady-state and transient operations. Initial tests 

focused on the feasibility of using advanced fiber-optic sensors and other sensor technologies to improve 

the understanding of temperature and strain distributions within the electrically heated experiments. 

However, these sensing capabilities could benefit the broader microreactor community if the sensors 

could be used to monitor component and system health during nuclear operations to inform a limited 

number of microreactor operators, ultimately reducing operation and maintenance costs and moving 

toward semiautonomous operation. 

  



 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Microreactors with a thermal power output in the range of 0.1 to 20 MW that  can be easily assembled in 

a factory are desired to provide power generation in remote areas [1]. Microreactor concepts generally 

include passive safety features with the ability to reach high temperatures to increase thermal efficiencies 

[2, 3]. Various reactor coolants are being considered, including flowing He, molten salt, and light-water 

reactor designs [4]. Other microreactor concepts are taking advantage of passive heat removal capabilities 

using heat pipes, which leverage the boiling and condensing of a molten metal to transport heat from the 

core to a heat sink, effectively eliminating the need for any forced circulation within the core [2, 3]. 

Heat pipes are typically designed as enclosed cylinders filled with a high vapor pressure metal, such as Na 

or K. As the metal is vaporized near the fueled region in the core (i.e., hot end), the vapor circulates 

toward the cold end where heat is transferred over a large surface area to a heat sink. The metal then 

flows back down through a porous wick located on the inner surface of the pipe via capillary action, as 

shown in Figure 1(a). A Na-filled heat pipe usually operates most efficiently at ~650°C [5], and a 

properly designed heat pipe operates under near-isothermal conditions. However, there is a limit to how 

much heat or heat flux can be rejected from a heat pipe, depending on the working fluid and the operating 

temperature [5]. These thermal limits are based on (1) sonic velocity limits at the evaporator exit, 

(2) capillary flow limitations in the wick, (3) entrainment counterflow limits, and (4) boiling and local 

dryout near the wall [5].  

Heat rejection can also cause significant thermal stress in the monolithic metal core used to house the fuel 

and heat pipes. If the thermal stresses are too significant, a heat pipe could warp and de-bond from the 

core block, reducing its heat rejection capabilities and requiring the neighboring heat pipes to compensate 

for the additional heat rejection. Moreover, the overloading that occurs after one heat pipe fails could 

cause cascading failure. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the fundamental heat rejection limitations 

of heat pipes as a function of operating temperature and working fluid, as well as the thermal stresses 

generated in the core block during reactor operation. In a previous report, finite element analysis (FEA) 

modeling was used to predict the temperature differences in a microreactor hex block test article [6]. As 

shown in Figure 1(b), the temperature differences between the center of the hex block where the heat pipe 

is located and the outer regions of the pipe are estimated to be ~70°C, assuming that the system is 

perfectly insulated. The simulated results provide good insight into how the system behaves, but the 

temperature variations could change significantly in an experimental setup, especially if the system is 

poorly insulated. Thus, detailed mappings of temperature and strain within heat pipes and their 

surrounding test articles during representative internal heating are required at temperatures ranging from 

500 to 700°C.  



 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a heat pipe–based reactor and the general flow of the working fluid inside the 

sheath of a heat pipe; (b) FEA model of the temperature distributions (°C) within the monolithic  

stainless-steel (SS) block that surrounds one heat pipe during electrically heated thermal  

testing [6]. The temperature differences between the heat pipe and the outer portion of  

the core block are expected to be ~70°C for a perfectly insulated hex block and  

a total thermal power of ~1,900 W.   

Traditionally, temperature and thermal strain would be monitored using thermocouples (TCs) and 

resistive strain gauges, respectively. However, these sensors provide measurements at only one location, 

which limits the ability to realistically map the entire temperature distribution within the heat pipes and 

monolithic test article. Furthermore, resistive strain gauges are not typically rated to withstand the 

temperatures that are being considered for heat pipe–based microreactors. Fiber-optic sensors are a 

promising technology for measuring temperature and strain distributions during either electrical or 

nuclear heating due to their ability to operate at high temperatures (>1,000°C) [7-10] and moderate 

radiation dose [9-11]. Furthermore, temperature and strain can both be continually measured along the 

length of the entire fiber [7, 12]. However, for accurate strain measurements, the fiber must have adequate 

mechanical coupling with the component. Ideally, the fiber-optic sensors could be directly embedded and 

bonded within the surrounding metal matrix [12-17], thus eliminating concerns related to the degradation 

of adhesives at high temperatures or under irradiation. Typically, SS316L and SS304 are chosen for the 

core block materials because of their relatively high strength, corrosion resistance, and high commercial 

availability [18, 19]. However, conventional SS processing via casting and subsequent working is not 

ideal for embedding fragile fiber optics. Therefore, recent studies have used additive manufacturing (AM) 

to rapidly prototype new component designs with geometric complexities [20, 21] and embed fiber-optic 

sensors during the fabrication process [12, 15, 16, 22-25].  

A hex block test article was previously manufactured with embedded TCs and fiber-optic sensors for 

strain and temperature monitoring during thermal testing at the Single Primary Heat Extraction and 

Removal Emulator (SPHERE) facility at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) [1, 6]. SPHERE is a 

nonnuclear test bed that uses electric cartridge heaters to simulate thermal loads expected from fuel 

during microreactor operation. The hex block was intentionally designed to house the cartridge heaters 



 

 

surrounding one Na-based heat pipe for heat extraction. This report summarizes the results recorded from 

embedded and nonembedded sensors used to map the strain and temperature distributions within the hex 

block. Thermal cycling around the operational temperature of the heat pipe (600–675°C) was performed 

to simulate possible power variations and fluctuations in the core and determine the overall efficiency in 

heat rejection of the heat pipe.  

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

2.1 SENSOR SELECTION 

Fused silica fiber optics (IVG Fiber) with a Ge-doped silica core, pure silica cladding, and a Cu coating 

were used to measure distributed strain in the hex block. A Cu coating was chosen over more typical 

polymer coatings because of its high melting temperature. Nonembedded polyimide coated fibers 

(Fibercore) were also chosen for distributed temperature measurements. More information on the fibers 

can be found in previous reports [6, 24]. Additionally, Type K TCs (Omega Engineering) and a high-

temperature strain gauge (Kyowa Electronic Instruments) were chosen to compare the temperature and 

strain measurements recorded by the fibers. The high-temperature strain gauge was housed in a ~2 mm 

SS sheath and has a gauge length of 2 cm. The recommended operating temperature for the strain gauge 

was <500°C, so this sensor was not expected to provide reliable data at the highest operating 

temperatures.  

2.2 SENSOR PLACEMENT 

The hex block test article was fabricated from SS316L powder feedstock using a M400-4 laser powder 

fusion system from Electro-Optical Systems at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The hex block was 

designed with seven through holes, one located in the center for the heat pipe, and six others located 

~18 mm from the center that housed the cartridge heaters used to simulate the thermal loads from nuclear 

fuel. More information on the design and fabrication of the test article can be found in previous reports [1, 

6, 24].  

Ultrasonic AM (UAM) was used to embed the fiber-optic and TC sensors in the hex block. UAM is a 

solid-state (i.e., does not involve melting) process that uses a tooling called a sonotrode, which operates at 

a desired ultrasonic frequency of ~20 kHz [26]. In combination with an applied force, the sonotrode is 

rolled with a scrubbing motion to ultrasonically weld thin metal foils together. UAM is typically a hybrid 

process that couples the ultrasonic welding with computer numerical control machining for milling 

operations. During the sensor embedding process, channels were machined on one of the flat surfaces of 

the hex block (Figure 2[a]). Two TCs along with two optical fibers were laid within the channels and 

ultrasonically welded over the top with SS304 foils. The TCs were embedded first, and then the channels 

for the fibers were machined. Additional larger channels were machined parallel to the embedded fibers 

(Figure 2[a]) but were left vacant so that extra fibers could be inserted to compare an embedded fiber with 

a “floating” fiber. Multiple foils were welded over the top of the sensors, as shown in Figure 2(b), leaving 

the final part shown in Figure 2(c). The location of the sensors is shown in Figure 3(a). The embedded 

TCs were labeled “Embedded TC 1” and “Embedded TC 2,” as shown in Figure 3(b). Only of the 

embedded fibers survived the UAM process. More information on the UAM and fabrication process can 

be found in previous reports [6, 24, 25].  



 

 

 

Figure 2. (a) The channels used to sequester the sensors while (b) a foil is welded over the top. (c) After 

successive welds, the edges of the foil that are unwelded were trimmed. Initially, the surface with the  

embedded sensors was milled down, thereby making the embedded sensors closer to the  

cartridge heaters than any sensor placed on the outer surfaces as shown in (d).  

Additionally, a high-temperature stain gauge was attached to the face adjacent to the one with the 

embedded fiber by spot-welding the SS304 flange containing the sensitive portion of the gauge to the hex 

block with thin Ni-Cr foils over the top of the cabling for strain relief, as shown in Figure 3(b). Three 

nonembedded TCs were spot-welded to the surface of the face adjacent to the face containing the 

embedded sensors but opposite the face that contains the strain gauge. The spot-welded TCs labeled 

“Surface TC 1,” “Surface TC 2,” and “Surface TC 3” in Figure 3(a) were located at axial positions -25, 0, 

and 230 mm using the coordinate system shown in Figure 3(b). Figure 4 shows a transverse cross-

sectional view through the region in which the fiber optic sensors were embedded to better illustrate the 

locations of all sensors. The embedded TCs were closer to the heaters than the embedded or floating 

fibers and the surface TCs.  



 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Photo and (b) schematic of the sensor placement along the hex block test article. The red/green 

segment of the embedded/floating fibers indicates useable sensing range. The black banding at the end of the fiber 

indicates the termination in which no sensing data can be acquired. The hex block is 280 mm long, and the 

embedded region is situated 25 mm from either end of the block. 

 

Figure 4. Transverse cross-sectional view showing the positioning of all sensors. 



 

 

2.3 SPHERE SETUP AND TESTING 

SPHERE is a nonnuclear test bed designed to test core block components with one heat pipe under 

varying steady-state and transient thermal loads. A SS316 cylindrical chamber was chosen to house the 

microreactor test article; the chamber can hold a high vacuum and pump and purge the system with inert 

gases, such as He, N2, or Ar. Cartridge heaters were used to simulate the expected heat loads from the 

nuclear fuel. The test bed can provide up to 20 kW of electrical power to the cartridge heaters, which can 

reach a maximum temperature of ~750°C. Flowing chilled water, sourced by a 2.5 kW chiller, was used 

to cool the top end of the heat pipe that extended away from the test article. A gas-gap calorimeter was 

placed in the cooling water loop to measure the heat rejection and determine how much heat was removed 

from the heat pipe compared with what was being supplied to the cartridge heaters. More information on 

the assembly and capabilities of SPHERE can be found in previous reports [1, 2, 27].   

The hex block with embedded fibers was fitted with six cartridge heaters and one Na-filled heat pipe. 

Boron nitride thermal paste was used to fill the cavities between the cartridge heaters and the holes in the 

hex block. TCs were placed in the center of each cartridge heater to ensure that their temperature 

limitations were not exceeded. The strain gauge and nonembedded TCs were then fixed to the outside 

surfaces of the hex block. Afterward, the block was wrapped in insulation to reduce thermal losses to the 

surrounding environment. The chamber was pumped down to a pressure of 10-4 torr and purged with N2 

five times before backfilling with N2 and holding the pressure at ~765 torr (0.1 psig) during the testing. 

The temperature profile used in the experiment (Figure 5) was performed over 24 h while ensuring that 

the heat pipe’s maximum operating temperature of 650°C was not exceeded. Initially, the cartridge 

heaters were ramped to 200, 400, 500, and 600°C and held for 30–60 min at each temperature. Once at 

600°C, the temperature was cycled from 600°C to 625, 650, and 675°C and held for 1 h at each 

temperature before cooling to 600°C and holding for 1 h before the next cycle. Finally, the temperature 

was held at the heat pipe’s operating temperature of 650°C for 4 h before cooling the system to room 

temperature.  

 

Figure 5. Temperature profile of the 24 h period in which the hex block  

was subjected to various thermal loads. 



 

 

2.4 SENSOR INTERROGATION 

The fibers were interrogated with an Optical Backscatter Reflectometer (OBR) 4600 (Luna Innovations), 

which relies on the Raleigh backscattering of light that is delivered by a tunable laser. Using optical 

frequency domain reflectometry, scattering centers along the fiber can be spatially interrogated along the 

length of the fiber. During interrogation, the backscattered light is combined with a reference beam, 

producing an interference pattern. The beat frequencies of the interference spectra can be analyzed using 

Fourier transforms to discretize the spectral data within specific spatial regions, or gauges, along the fiber. 

Cross-correlations can be performed with reference spectra collected under nominal conditions (e.g., 

room temperature, unstrained) to quantify spectral shifts. This is analogous to what occurs with a fiber 

Bragg grating, which are artificially etched gratings that provide stronger reflections sights than scattering 

centers in fibers with no fiber Bragg gratings. The spectral shift (Δν) can be calibrated to a change in 

temperature (ΔT) or strain (ε): 

Δν

ν
= KTΔT + Kεε,      (1) 

where KT and Kε are constants that determine the fiber’s sensitivity to temperature and strain, respectively. 

For a nonembedded fiber, the contribution to the Δν due to mechanical strain will be 0, thus the Δν will be 

function of ΔT and KT. The temperature coefficient KT is equal to the sum of the thermal expansion of the 

silica fiber (αfiber) and the thermo-optic coefficient (ξ). Because ξ is dependent on temperature [7], using a 

constant value for KT is nonideal. Therefore, this work used a calibration proposed in Wood et al. [28] for 

a single-mode silica fiber: 

ΔT =  −1.33E10−4∆ν2 − 0.748Δν − 0.229,      (2) 

The embedded fibers in this work were subjected to thermal testing and therefore are exposed to 

contributions from both temperature and strain. The strain felt by the fiber will be a result of the 

differential expansion between the fiber and the SS304 matrix: 

ε =  (αmatrix(T) − αfiber(T))ΔT.     (3) 

For the case of a homogenous and isotropic strain, Kε can be simplified to an approximate value of 0.78 

based on a lumped parameter that accounts for photoelastic effects [7]. Compensation for the effects of 

temperature (primarily thermo-optic effects) on the strain measured by the embedded fiber can be made 

by using a nonembedded fiber that is “floating” in the matrix and will therefore experience only the 

effects of temperature.  

Both the embedded and floating fibers were continuously interrogated over the duration of the test, 

sampling every 2 min. All fiber data were processed with an adaptive reference scheme in Python 3.8. 

More information on the reference scheme can be found elsewhere [29-31]. A gauge length of 5 mm and 

a sensor spacing of 2.5 mm were chosen for spatial discretization. The sensor spacing is implemented for 

a given spatial range over which the data along the gauge length are interpolated. 

Except for the fibers, the SPHERE environment was controlled and the sensor data were logged using a 

Labview program. This program controlled the temperature of the cartridge heaters and monitored the 

heater power, temperature changes in the coolant that flowed through the gas-cap calorimeter, 

temperatures from the various TCs, and voltage changes from the strain gauge. Using the measured 

coolant flow rate, evaluated specific heat capacity, and measured temperature change recorded from the 

gas-cap calorimeter, the extracted power was computed to quantify the amount of heat being removed by 



 

 

the heat pipe. Voltages from the strain gauge were converted to a strain using a temperature-dependent 

gauge factor that varied between 1.71 and 1.87, as recommended by the manufacturer.  

3. RESULTS 

3.1 STRAIN MEASUREMENTS 

At the top of the hex block, the embedded sensors were routed out from the embedded region, as shown 

in Figure 3(a). The sensors can easily be strained at the entrance to the embedded region during handling, 

making it a potential failure point—something that was indicated in previous work [15, 16, 25]. Before 

ramping to the heat pipe’s operational temperature range (>600°C), a series of lower temperature holds 

were performed at 200, 400, and 500°C to allow the part to reach a uniform temperature and potentially 

relieve any stress in the fiber at the entrance to the embedded region. 

In addition to measuring spectral shifts that can be correlated to changes in temperature or strain, the OBR 

can also measure the intensity of the backscattered light as a function of position along the fiber. This is 

useful for determining large reflections or breaks in the fiber that may occur during setup or thermal 

testing. The end of the fiber is terminated to prevent large back reflections at the fiber/air interface at the 

end of the fiber. This is typically accomplished using either a coreless optical fiber with a refractive index 

similar to that of the fiber cladding or—for lower temperature applications—using an index-matching gel. 

Matching refractive index prevents excessive light bleeding. Prevention of this large reflection is required 

from obscuring significant portions of the backscattered signals occurring along the length of the fiber 

that are used for sensing near the end reflection. The length of the termination must be long enough 

(typically >100 mm) so that the light that enters the termination fiber does not couple back into the single-

mode fiber under test. For the embedded fibers, a ~115 mm long coreless termination was spliced on to 

the Cu-coated fiber. An oversized channel was machined before embedding the fibers to accommodate 

the 115 mm long termination. The 100 mm embedded fiber region was located immediately upstream of 

the termination.  

Strain recorded from the embedded fiber is spatially mapped in Figure 6(a). The spatial position is plotted 

along the y-axis. Positions are plotted relative to the entrance of the embedded region, as indicated in 

Figure 3(b), and increasing positions are located closer to the bottom of the hex block. As the hex block 

was heated to 200°C, the SS304 matrix expanded more than the fused silica fiber, resulting in relatively 

uniform increases in tensile strain within the embedded region of the fiber. Outside the embedded region 

there is no mechanical strain on the fibers, but an effective “strain” is recorded primarily due to thermo-

optic effects (Eq. [1]). Unfortunately, the fiber failed prematurely near time 140 min. The reflected signal 

amplitudes measured in the embedded fiber are shown in Figure 6(b) before the heating started at 0 min 

and near 140 min when the fiber failed. In these plots, the position along the x-axis is the same as the 

position along the y-axis in Figure 6(a). At 0 min, the reflected signal amplitude is fairly uniform for all 

positions until it drops off sharply at ~100 mm where the termination starts. At 140 min, a large back 

reflection is observed at ~0 mm, which corresponds to the start of the embedded region. The fiber appears 

to have broken at the high strain point where the fiber was routed out of the embedded region. Similar 

failures have been observed in previous tests, which have since motivated improved methods for routing 

fibers out of the embedded region. The test articles that were evaluated in this report were fabricated in 

fiscal year 2020 before these issues were identified. 



 

 

 

Figure 6. (a) Strain from the embedded fiber mapped spatially along the length of the fiber in the region 

where the fiber was embedded. Fiber strains up to 3,000 µm/m were measured before the fiber failed at  

~140 min. (b) Reflected signal intensities measured vs. the position along the fiber before heating b  

(0 min) and at 140 min (after the fiber failed). The break was observed at the entrance to  

the embedded region and was not in the embedded region. 

Along with the embedded fiber, additional larger cavities (Figure 2[a] and Figure 4) were machined into 

the hex block to allow a nonembedded fiber to be inserted. Because the nonembedded fiber was floating 

in the matrix, it was not subjected to mechanical strain and responded only to changes in temperature. The 

temperature recorded from the floating fiber is mapped in Figure 7(a) using the calibration in Eq. (2) from 

Wood et al. [28]. The floating fiber measured significant changes in temperature over ~120 mm. This 

fiber was inserted with the end of the fiber positioned near the bottom of the hex block (Figure 3). 

Because of the required fiber termination length, the temperature could be resolved only over a smaller 



 

 

region of the test article. The measured temperatures are highest above ~100 mm. The temperature 

between ~0 and 100 mm is relatively uniform with respect to position. Below ~0 mm (i.e., moving toward 

the top of the test article), the temperature decreases moving further from the test article and the cartridge 

heaters.  

 

Figure 7. (a) Temperature recorded by the floating fiber spatially mapped over  

the duration of the heating (b) at specific times during the heating. 

Besides the ~30°C increase in temperature near 100 mm, the spatial temperature variations appear to be 

relatively minor with only slight decreases in temperature due to axial heat losses. Figure 7(b) shows 2D 

plots of the spatial temperature profiles at various times during the heating. The increases in temperature 

near 100 mm may be a result of nonuniform heat generation within the cartridge heaters or variations in 

insulation or other factors that would affect heat rejection within the block.  

The strain measured by the embedded fiber includes contributions from temperature and strain, as 

expressed in Eq. (1). Because a floating fiber only observes changes in temperature, it can be used to 

compensate the strain that the embedded fiber recorded. The fiber strain shown in Figure 8 is the 

compensated strain in the embedded fiber determined after subtracting the floating fiber strain. Based on 



 

 

Eq. (3), the expected thermal strain due to the changes in thermal expansion from the expanding masses 

during heating was plotted along with the compensated fiber strain, showing relatively good agreement 

before fiber failure. Therefore, even though the fiber failed prematurely at the entrance to the embedded 

region, it was properly bonded and exhibited adequate strain coupling.  

 

Figure 8. Strain recorded by the embedded fiber compared with expected thermal strain due to  

the difference in thermal expansion between the fiber and the SS304 matrix.  

A high-temperature resistive strain gauge with a recommended operating temperature <500°C was also 

fixed to the hex block for strain measurements. The strain recorded from the strain gauge is shown in 

Figure 9. The plotted strains are difficult to interpret because the vendor does not provide much detail 

regarding the materials, properties, and internal geometry of the strain gauge. This complicates any 

modeling that could be performed to estimate differential thermal expansion between the strain gauge and 

the SS304 block. Nevertheless, the strain should generally follow the temperature. Below the 

recommended operating temperature of the resistive strain gauge (<500°C), strain generally follows the 

temperature. At higher temperatures, the strain gauge experiences thermal drift, as evidenced by the time 

variations in the measured strain when the temperature is held constant. Although the calibration factor 

was applied, it is difficult to quantify the expected strain for the strain gauge. Based on the thermal 

expansion of SS304, the maximum strain at 675°C would be ~11,300 µm/m, which is significantly lower 

than what the strain gauge shows. 



 

 

 

Figure 9. Strain measured by the high-temperature strain gauge. 

3.2 MAPPING TEMPERATURE IN THE HEX BLOCK 

Even if resistive strain gauges or fiber-optic strain sensors can eventually be used to reliably measure 

strain in some locations within the hex block, detailed temperature maps are required to determine local 

strain throughout the hex block. Besides the floating fiber, TCs were used to measure temperatures at 

various locations in the hex block. All six TCs that were placed in the center of the cartridge heaters read 

essentially the same temperature (i.e., were equal to the setpoint temperatures shown in Figure 5), which 

was expected because those TCs were used to control the power input into each cartridge heater. The 

other TCs in the system were located on or near the surface of the hex block at different axial locations 

(Figure 4). Figure 10 shows the temperature vs. time profiles for the two embedded TCs, three surface 

TCs, and floating fiber at a position near the center of the embedded region (50 mm). 



 

 

 

Figure 10. Temperature evolution measured by the floating fiber and the embedded, surface, and heater TCs.  

Embedded TC 2 (150 mm), which is located closer to the axial center of the hex block (~140 mm), 

consistently measures a higher temperature than embedded TC 1 (100 mm). The temperature difference is 

~30°C during steady-state operations at temperatures near ~600°C. This is consistent with the floating 

fiber measuring higher temperatures (Figure 7) at locations beyond ~100 mm. In Figure 10, the floating 

fiber temperature appeared to drift (i.e., decrease) over time once temperatures were >600°C. Similar drift 

was observed previously during furnace testing of the same fiber [28], but this drift could be mitigated in 

future tests by first heat-treating the fiber for an extended duration at ~1,000°C [32]. 

It is difficult to interpret the spatial variations in temperature based on the time-dependent temperatures 

shown in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows the axial temperature profiles measured from all sensors at 550, 

650, 825, and 1,025 min when the system reached steady state at temperatures of 600, 625, 650, and 

675°C, respectively. This figure more clearly shows the consistency between the fiber and the embedded 

TCs. Thermal drift in the floating fiber may partially explain the slightly lower temperatures measured by 

the fiber vs. the embedded TCs. At some times, the floating fiber measured significantly different 

temperatures compared with Surface TC1. The floating fiber and the surface TCs were located on 

different surfaces of the hex block. Therefore, the discrepancies between the floating fiber and the surface 

TCs could be caused by azimuthal temperature variations, which are discussed in more detail later in this 

section. 



 

 

 

Figure 11. Axial temperature profile determined from all sensor data measured at (a) 550, (b) 650, (c) 825, 

and (d) 1,025 min corresponding to steady-state temperature set points of 600, 625, 650, and 675°C.  

Additional experimental data collected from the gas-gap calorimeter can be used to assess the heat 

rejected through the heat pipe vs. heat that was rejected radially outward from the hex block. The 

efficiency of the heat pipe was calculated as the heat rejected to the gas-gap calorimeter divided by the 

total electrical power supplied to the cartridge heaters, as shown in Figure 12. Heat pipe efficiency data 

are equal to 0 before ~500 min when the chiller was turned on and after ~1,700 min when the chiller was 

turned off. During the thermal cycling, only ~20–30% of the energy input into the system was removed 

through the heat pipe. This low efficiency may have been affected by the lack of BN paste between the 

hex block and the heat pipe, which increased the thermal resistance between the hex block and the heat 

pipe and ultimately limited the maximum power that could be reached without exceeding the temperature 

limitations of the cartridge heaters. The sudden spike and final drop in efficiency ~1600 min is due to 

chiller power cut-off at this time.  



 

 

 

Figure 12. The efficiency of the heat pipe calculated from the total power put into the cartridge heaters vs. 

what was measured coming out of the cooling water from the gas-cap calorimeter.  

The gas-gap calorimeter and the temperatures measured at different radial locations imply that significant 

heat was being transferred radially outward from the cartridge heaters to the outer surface of the hex 

block rather than being transferred radially inward toward the heat pipe. To a first order, the measured 

cartridge heater powers and known geometry can be used as inputs to a 1D radial heat conduction 

equation to estimate the radial temperature variations in the hex block. During steady-state operation near 

1,300–1,400 min, the average power per cartridge heater was in the range of ~55 to 60 W. Conservative 

assumptions can be made to determine the largest radial difference in temperature. For example, 100% of 

the 60 W per heater power can be assumed to be dissipated radially outward through a conservatively 

small area that is 6.35 mm wide (half of the heater diameter) by 279 mm tall (the full height of the hex 

block). This ignores axial heat losses and heat rejection through the heat pipe, resulting in a maximum 

heat flux of 33.8 kW/m2. Dividing this heat flux by an average thermal conductivity of ~23 W/m-K for 

300-series SS at these temperatures and multiplying by the ~3 mm radial distance between the embedded 

TC and the outer surface of the hex block gives an estimated radial temperature difference of 4.4°C. 

Therefore, the radial variations in temperature were likely negligible at the tested power levels. 

Although radial temperature variations appear to have been negligible, there could have been azimuthal 

temperature variations if the individual heater powers varied significantly. The control system adjusted 

the power to each cartridge heater so that the temperatures inside the cartridge heaters were equal. There 

could have been variations in the power required to reach the same internal heater temperature if the BN 

paste did not provide uniform heat transfer from each heater to the hex block. Figure 13 shows the 

individual heater powers that were logged while controlling based on the temperatures within the 

cartridge heaters. Clearly, there is significant variation. For example, near 1,400 min, heater 3 has a power 

of 65–70 W, whereas heater 4 has a power of ~30–35 W. Azimuthal variations in temperature cannot be 

easily quantified without instrumenting all faces of the hex block. Future experiments should include 

additional instrumentation to quantify these temperature variations, but they should also be controlled 

based on the individual heater power measurements instead of the heater temperatures to ensure a more 

uniform heat flux throughout the hex block. Alternatively, variable powers could be used to introduce 



 

 

thermal stresses that might result from nonuniform fission heating in a heat pipe–based microreactor. In 

either case, the experiment should be controlled based on power instead of temperature.  

 

Figure 13. Power supplied to each cartridge heater during the test. 

4. SUMMARY 

This report discusses the performance of a hex block and Na heat pipe with embedded and surface-

mounted sensors during electrical heating in the SPHERE facility. Both Type K TCs and spatially 

distributed fiber-optic temperature and strain sensors were embedded in a hex block test article. 

Additional TCs and a high-temperature strain gauge were spot-welded to the surface of the hex block. 

The SPHERE testing comprised a series of temperature ramps in the range of ~650°C, which is the 

nominal operating temperature for the Na heat pipe tested in this work. The strain measured by the 

embedded fiber-optic sensor matched the expected thermal strain that resulted from the difference in 

thermal expansion between the fiber and the SS304 matrix during the initial temperature ramp. However, 

the embedded fiber-optic strain sensor broke prematurely at the entrance to the embedded region during 

this initial ramp. At temperatures <500°C, the strain measured from the resistive strain gauge generally 

followed the trends of the temperatures measured by the TCs inside the cartridge heaters. However, the 

strain magnitudes were significantly higher than what would be expected for the expansion of SS304. 

Furthermore, the measured strain deviated significantly from the measured temperatures once the 

temperature exceeded ~500°C. The lack of publicly available data on the geometry and materials that 

comprise the resistive strain gauge make it difficult to understand its response or compensate for the 

observed drift. 

The detailed temperature measurements performed in this experiment enable the temperature distribution 

within the hex block to be more accurately mapped, which is necessary for determining thermal stresses. 

The axial temperature distribution was monitored with a nonembedded optical fiber and an array of 

embedded and nonembedded TCs. The temperature measurements showed significant axial variations in 

temperature, as evidenced by decreasing temperatures moving axially away from the vertical midplane. 



 

 

Significant variations in the individual electrical power supplied to each cartridge heater may have also 

resulted in large azimuthal variations in temperature, but this cannot be confirmed without additional 

temperature measurements along each face of the hex block. Gas-gap calorimeter measurements showed 

that the heat pipe rejected only ~20–30% of the total heat, likely because of the large thermal resistance 

that resulted from the lack of BN paste in between the heat pipe and the hex block. Future heat pipe 

testing should include the following: 

• Additional temperature sensors to better quantify radial, axial, and circumferential 

temperature distributions within the hex block and heat pipe. 

• BN paste or other methods to improve heat transfer between the heat pipe and the hex block 

and enable testing at higher powers. 

• Improved insulation or other methods (e.g., vacuum instead of N2 backfill) to reduce heat 

losses. 

• Control based on individual cartridge heater electrical powers instead of cartridge heater 

temperatures. 

After implementing these suggestions, the detailed temperature maps could be used with finite element 

simulations to evaluate differential thermal stresses in the hex block. These stresses are important for 

understanding the consequences of debonding between a heat pipe and a hex block to ensure that a 

cascading failure scenario is impossible. Furthermore, a digital twin could predict stresses in real time 

using feedback from the distributed temperature sensors.  
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